
The cities of Sacramento and West Sacramento are 
planning to eliminate natural gas in our homes.
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1.  All-electric homes depend on only one source 
of energy. We have learned that Energy 
Diversity is key to our safety and health in 
emergencies.

2. All-electric homes have lower values than 
homes with Energy Diversity.

3. All-electric homes are more costly to keep 
warm, heat your water, dry your clothes, cook 
your food, and enjoy a warm cozy fire on a 
cold winter's night.

4. Natural gas is used most of the time by electric 
utilities to create the electricity you buy. That 
creates an overall lower net efficiency and a 
higher carbon footprint than natural gas used 
directly in the home.

5. Part of the proposed plan may include 
“Mandated Electrification” of EXISTING HOMES 
that might entail changing out all gas 
appliances when you sell your home.
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This PLAN needs to be put 
ON HOLD until electric utilities can 

ensure SAFE operation without power 
outages and reliable energy supply not 
using fossil fuels to create electricity. 

Speak up now and put 
this plan on hold before 

it becomes law.
www.savemynaturalgas.org

1. Contact members of the city councils:
 ANNE STAUSBOLL, Chair, Mayors’
 Commission of Climate Change,     

(c/o Julia Kim, Local Government Commission)   jkim@lgc.org
 STEVE HANSEN, Councilmember, District 4,
  shansen@cityofsacramento.org
2. Contact the mayors of Sacramento and 
 West Sacramento:
 MAYOR DARRELL STEINBERG, 
 City of Sacramento, (c/o Kelly Fong Rivas, Chief of Staff)    

kfrivas@cityofsacramento.org
 MAYOR CHRISTOPHER CABALDON, 
 City of West Sacramento,
 christopherc@cityofwestsacramento.org
Follow us:
@saveournaturalgas



An important choice may be taken from us!An important choice may be taken from us!
There is a plan to eliminate natural gas for our homes.There is a plan to eliminate natural gas for our homes.

Speak now to save your

efficient, affordable natural gas!

To: 

 John Doe

 Address Here

Dealer Name

& Address Here


